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PROJECT:  Patchwork Scissor Case
Supplies 
* 1/4” foot with right guide
* Sewing foot
* Open-toe foot

Fabrics and Notions
Two or three  coordinating  fabrics  for  pieced squares  on flap (fat quarters or fabric scraps)
! Fabric scraps for pieced flap
! Fat quarter for bias binding
! 1/4 yard low loft batting
! Cotton thread for construction and quilting
! Rotary Cutter and mat
! Size 80 or 90 Microtex sharp needle

Cutting Fabric:
Cut 25– 1-1/2  inch  squares 
Lower Back for Case  5-1/2 x 7 “ 
Scissor Pocket  5-1/2  X 7 ” 
Lining of scissor pocket  6 “ x 8” 
Lining of scissor case  6” x 13”

Sewing Instructions
1. Piece the 25 squares 5 across and 5 down.  Piece should measure  5 -1/2” X 5-1/2”

2. Seam the 5- 1/2” side of Lower Back to Pieced Square.

3. Layer the scissor back with batting and lining, making sure the lining is right side out.

4. Layer the scissor pocket with batting and lining.

5. Insert  #90 Microtex sharp needle.  Engage dual feed and attach open-toe foot.  Thread the machine with cotton thread top and
bobbin with a color you want to be visible.

6. Draw lines on fabric if desired.  Quilt diagonally  across  pieced squares. Quilt vertically every 1/2”  on lower portion.   Quilt the
pocket vertically every 1/2” on lower portion.  Quilt the pocket vertically every 1/2”

7. Trim the top of the pocket section so the top edge is straight, clean and neat.  Sew an off-the-edge zigzag along this top edge.
Select zig-zag.  Guide edge of fabric even with the center of the foot.

8. Cut bias binding 1-1/4” wide to bind scissor case.   Attach 1/4” foot with right guide.   and a 2mm length  Fold binding in half, then
open up and bring each raw edge to the inside to form a casing. to wrap around raw edge.  If  you want a more decorative look, try
using the pin stitch  You will also need to move the needle to the right so the straight part of the stitch is nested to the binding, and
the bite goes into the fabric looks like a hand picked stitch.

9. Place the pocket with finished upper edge even with marked lines on pattern.  The pocket should be on the back side of the
scissor case with lining sides together.  Pin in place.

10.Place pattern pieces on the matching quilted piece.  Pin in place.  Engage walking foot.  and open-toe foot.  Stitch around the
pattern piece being sure not to stitch paper. Remove paper and cut out the case very close to stitching line.

11.Clean finish the raw edge by doing a zig-zag stitch with default settings.  Place the edge of the fabric in the middle of the foot so
the zig-zag  stitch will fall off the edge of the fabric on the right swing.

12.A  snap closure may be added if desired.

27 South First  St.

Cutting Batting:
One  6"  X  7-1/2” for pocket
One  6” x 13” for Lining
One  6” x 13” for scissor case
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